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BEHIND THE SCENES IN LIVERPOOL
SHA Summer Picnic

Inside the Picton Reading Room, Liverpool Central Library (photo: James Dawson)
SHA members who made their way to the historic
city of Liverpool for this year’s SHA summer picnic
on Saturday, 1st July were greeted by glorious sunshine. The day allowed plenty of opportunity for
members to socialise, but also included fascinating
behind-the-scenes visits to the World Museum and to
the Archives Department of the newly refurbished
Liverpool Central Library.
After refreshments on arrival, members visited the
museum’s planetarium, one of the best outside London. Here an enthralling presentation on the History of
Planetaria was given by the planetarium’s Educational
Demonstrator, Patrick Kiernan – also an SHA member.
This was accompanied by a viewing of the public
show, From Earth to the Universe.
Following the picnic lunch in St John’s gardens,
across the road from the Museum, the group was divided into two smaller groups for our unique tours of
the Museum and Library.
In the Museum basement Wendy Simkiss (Assistant
Curator of Earth & Physical Sciences) took us into the
bowels of the museum to rooms which in the past had
been part of the original Liverpool Nautical College.
Here she had assembled items and instruments of as-

tronomical interest. These included documents connected to the 1927 Total Solar eclipse, seen over North
Wales and Northern England exactly 90 years ago, and
a cut-away model of William Lassell’s 1840 Starfield
Observatory. We also examined the original 3 inch
speculum mirror finderscope and the main mirror from
Lassell’s 24 inch telescope, which he had used first to
observe the planet Neptune, and later to discover its
large Moon Triton.
In the Central Library next door, reopened 5 years
ago after a 3-year £50 million restoration, the tour was
led by Helena Smart (Senior Archives Officer). After
looking at the impressive public areas we were shown
the parts not usually accessible to the general public:
namely, the document restoration and preservation
laboratory and the air-conditioned storage areas containing many miles of moveable shelf space.
In the reading room, Library staff had set up an exhibition of archives from the Liverpool Astronomical
Society and the Liverpool Observatory. Before departure we had a peek into the circular Picton Reading
Room (see image above): Its magnificence surely rivalling the renowned old Reading Room of the British
Museum. All-in-all a very enjoyable day.

SHA website: http://www.shastro.org.uk/
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FUTURE SHA MEETINGS
2017 AGM / AUTUMN CONFERENCE
The Annual General Meeting & Autumn Conference
for 2017 will be held at the Birmingham & Midland
Institute, Margaret Street, Birmingham, B3 3BS, on
Sat. 28 October 2017, 9.30 - 17.00.
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PRESENTATIONS & POSTERS?
If you would like to give a short presentation, or exhibit posters relating to your research, at future SHA
events please contact the General Secretary in the first
instance.

The speakers and their subjects will be:
Roger Salt on The Antikythera Mechanism;
Eddie Carpenter on An Astronomical Slide Show;
Prof. Don Kurtz on It’s About Time;
Dr Allan Chapman on The Civil Servant and the
Sunbeam: Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer, pioneer of
solar physics
Fee: £10 members, £15 non-members.
For more details and pre-registration, please contact
Dennis Osborne at meetings@shastro.org.uk

SHA COUNCIL
The current SHA Officers & Council are:

Honorary Council Members
Hon President Dr Allan Chapman
Hon Vice-Pres. Dr Michael Hoskin
Hon Vice-Pres. Prof. Sir Arnold Wolfendale, FRS

Council Members
Chairman Bob Bower
Vice-Chairman (& e-News Editor) David Sellers
General Secretary Laura Carroll
Treasurer Geoff King
Membership Secretary Gerard Gilligan
Editors, SHA Bulletin Carolyn Kennett/ Len Adam
Publicity Officer Mike Leggett
Survey Coordinator Kevin Johnson
Online Editor John Chuter
Librarian James Dawson
Meetings Organiser Dennis Osborne

Co-opted Officers (non-Council)
Birmingham & Midland Institute

2018 SPRING CONFERENCE
The Spring Conference for 2018 will be on Sat 21
April 2018. Other details are still under discussion.

2018 SUMMER PICNIC
Proposals for the next Summer Picnic are still under
discussion. Members’ ideas would be welcome. Please
contact Dennis Osborne at meetings@shastro.org.uk

2019 SUMMER ANGLO-FRENCH EVENT
The SHA is actively working to schedule a reciprocal joint meeting with the SAF and the Paris Observatory, possibly in Oxford, in the Summer of 2019.

Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer Ian Ridpath
Archivist Mark Hurn
Assistant Librarian Carolyn Bedwell
Historical Records Officer Anthony Kinder

SHA COUNCIL MEETINGS
The following SHA Council meetings are scheduled
for 2017-18:
Sat 30 Sep 2017, 10.30 am, Birmingham (BMI)
Sat 10 Feb 2018, 10.30 am, Birmingham (BMI)
SHA members are very welcome to attend Council
meetings as observers. Please let the General Secretary know in advance, if you wish to do so.
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SHA PUBLICATIONS
SHA e-News
The next issue of the e-News is due in early November 2017. If you know of any meetings, publications,
exhibitions or events pertaining to the history of astronomy that might interest other members, please
email brief details to the Editor.
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Back issues (except for the last 2 years) and guidelines for contributions are available from the Bulletin
web page.
It is usually prudent to check with the Editors before
preparing items where duplication is a possibility (e.g.
book reviews). Back issues of the Bulletin (and its
predecessor: SHA Newsletter) are now indexed on the
Abstract service of SAO/ NASA. Enter “SHAN” as the
‘Journal Code’ at
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
It is hoped that in the near future, scanned copies of
the original articles will be accessible in the same way.

THE ANTIQUARIAN ASTRONOMER
The Antiquarian Astronomer issue 11 was posted to
members in June 2017. The next issue is due in the
Summer of 2018.

Back issues and guidelines for contributions are
available from the e-News web page.

SHA BULLETIN
All members should have received issue 27 of the
Bulletin at the end of March 2017.

Issue 11 contains the following papers:
Williamina Fleming and the Harvard College Observatory (Paul A. Haley);
The Great Observatory at Downside 1859-67
(Stephen P. Holmes and Charles Fitzgerald-Lombard);
An 18th-century astronomical hub in west Cornwall
(Carolyn Kennett); and,
William Ross and a misguided means of finding
longitude (David J. Bryden).
Members with email addresses should also have received a digital version. Issue 28 is expected to be published on 1 October 2017.
Contributions to the Bulletin are most welcome, including letters which can be on any aspect of the Society or the history of astronomy. The deadlines for copy
are: issue 28 (1 Aug 2017); issue 29 (1 Feb 2018)

Note: the first six issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer have been online at NASA’s ADS service
since the start of 2015. Type “antas” into the box at the
top marked Journal Name/Code on this page
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
Members and others wishing to submit material for
future issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer should
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contact Ian Ridpath (Editor) at ian@ianridpath.com.
Guidance for authors and some back issues can be
found on The Antiquarian Astronomer web page.
In future, as a result of a Council decision on 13 Sep
2014, any member having a paper published in The
Antiquarian Astronomer will receive free membership of the SHA for one year. Non-members having a
paper published will be offered a year’s complimentary membership of the SHA.

SHA LIBRARY NEWS
The SHA library now has over 2500 books dedicated
to the history of astronomy and related subjects, numerous journals, as well as miscellaneous items including letters, meeting programmes, conference proceedings and the like.
Outside the legal deposit libraries, the SHA Library
has one of the most extensive history of astronomy
collections in any library in the British Isles. It is
unique in having a collecting policy, totally focussed
on history of astronomy, that includes not only the latest popular and scholarly works, but also the active
acquisition of second-hand books, astronomical
ephemera, and the preservation of the works of lesser
known British astronomers and authors.
Some of the library’s new additions:
 Antoniadi, EM. The Planet Mars [translated by Patrick Moore] (1975)
 Ashworth, William. The Face of the Moon : Galileo
to Apollo (1989)
 Ashworth, William. Out of This World (2007)
 Clarke, David. Reflections on the Astronomy of
Glasgow (2013)
 Cocks, Elijah. Who's Who on the Moon : A Biographical Dictionary of Lunar Nomenclature (1995)
 Dunlop, Storm. Stargazers : The Contribution of
Amateurs to Astronomy (1988)
 Dyson, George. Project Orion: The Atomic Spaceship 1957-1965 (2002)
 Gavine, David. A Caledonian Acropolis : The Story
of Carlton Hill (1982)
 Giberne, Agnes. Among The Stars or Wonderful
Things in the Sky (1885)
 Gore, John E. An astronomical glossary or dictionary of terms used in astronomy (1893)
 Harris, RA. The history of the European Space
Agency (1999)
 Heck, Andre. Astronomy Communication (2003)
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 Hoyle, Fred. Life on Mars? The Case for a Cosmic
Heritage? (1997)
 Letsch, Heinz. Captured Stars (1959).
Translated from German,
this book was written in
the 1950s for people interested in the technical
matters involved in setting
up and running a planetarium and gives some history of planetaria at that
time. Very topical given
our recent picnic in Liverpool.
 Miles, Howard. Artificial Satellite Observing and its
Applications (1974)
Some recent donations [donor in square brackets]:
 Nasmyth, James. The Moon: Considered As A
Planet, A World, and a Satellite (1885) [Roger Hutchins]
 Motz, Lloyd. The Story of Astronomy (1995) [James
Dawson]
 Milhorn, H Thomas. The History of Astronomy and
Astrophysics: A Biographical Approach (2008)
Library opening schedule:
Tuesday 15th August
Friday 1st September
Saturday 9th September
Thursday 12th October

Saturday 28th October
Monday 13th November
Saturday 25th November

If there is a specific date you would like to use the library let us know and we will try to accommodate this.
On library open days the door will be open between
10am and 3pm, but invariably it is open between 9am
and 6pm but please do contact the library in advance of
a visit.
The revised catalogue of books in the library is available and a link to this can be found on the library page
of the SHA’s website.
If you want to know more about the library or its
stock, or if you’d like help with your research or finding a book or article, or other library-related matter,
please do contact James and Carolyn who would love
to hear from you.
James Dawson, SHA Librarian
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SHA RESEARCH GRANTS
SHA Small Research Grants are available for the period 1 September 2016 to 31 August 2017 and applications are solicited. The total amount allocated by the
Council for this round is £1500. These grants are made
available to provide limited financial support for
members’ research.
Links to the application form and regulations for applicants are available on the Society’s Web site. Applications must be made using the application form. Appended to the regulations are some guidelines for
completing the case for support that forms part of
every application.

BLUE PLAQUE FOR
th
17 CENTURY ASTRONOMER
Leeds Civic Trust, the body responsible for the blue
plaque scheme in Leeds, has agreed to erect a blue
plaque honouring the memory of William Gascoigne
(c.1612-44), the inventor of the telescopic sight and
the telescope micrometer. The plaque will be in the
Middleton Ward of the city, near the original site of
New Hall, the residence of Gascoigne before he was
tragically killed in the English Civil War at the age of
32.
The Trust is a voluntary charity and the scheme is financed by obtaining sponsorship for each plaque. The
plaques are round, normally 18 inches in diameter, and
made of cast aluminium. Currently the cost of a plaque
is £850. This covers cost of manufacture, erection and
future maintenance. The Society for the History of Astronomy has agreed to make a £100 donation towards
the cost. The Trust is appealing for other sponsors.

SHA SURVEY OF
ASTRONOMICAL HISTORY
The SHA’s Survey of Astronomical History website
now has more than 150 pages, covering thousands of
astronomers, hundreds of observatories and other astronomical institutions. The Survey aims to reveal the
depth of local history of astronomy online, across the
UK and Ireland.
Recent interesting additions – submitted by Bill Barton - include G.A.Biddell, a cousin of George B. Airy,
an engineer who worked for Ransomes in Ipswich and
Basil Brown an archaeologist who excavated Sutton
Hoo in the late 1930s.

Some of the SHA visitors on 1 July at the
Liverpool Planetarium (photo: James Dawson)

SHA RESEARCH WORKSHOP
The SHA intends to run another one-day workshop
on ‘Researching Astronomical History’. This will be
held sometime during early 2018. The venue will
probably be in Birmingham. As with our previous
highly successful one (18 months ago), this workshop
will be directed at SHA members who are doing their
own research, but are less confident about writing up,
and also at those who have an astronomical history
interest that they would like to research, but are not
sure how to start.
If you think that you might be interested in attending
the workshop, please let us know. It would be useful if
you would also tell us about your preferences regarding the time and place.

SHA BADGES - REMINDER
The SHA now has an attractive bronze lapel badge.
This is 2.4 cm in diameter and is available to all members free of charge. More than 100 have been
distributed so far. Most
members,
however,
have still not received
one. Collect your free
badge at the next SHA
event that you attend,
or send a stamped
addressed
jiffy-style
bag to, Gerard Gilligan
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS
NOTICED
Mathematical Disquisitions: The Booklet of Theses
Immortalised by Galileo, Christopher Graney (Notre
Dame University Press), Dec 2017, pp.176 (paperback,
£19.65), ISBN 9780268102425
A new English
translation of the 1614
Disquisitiones
Mathematicae, which
Johann Georg Locher
wrote under the guidance
of the German Jesuit
astronomer Christoph
Scheiner. The booklet, an
anti-Copernican
astronomical work, is of
interest in large part
because Galileo Galilei,
who came into conflict with Scheiner over the
discovery of sunspots, devoted numerous pages within
his famous 1632 Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief
World Systems—Ptolemaic and Copernican to
ridiculing Disquisitiones. The brief text (the original
was approximately one hundred pages) is heavily
illustrated with dozens of original figures, making it an
accessible example of “geocentric astronomy in the
wake of the telescope”.
.The Quiet Revolution of Caroline Herschel: The
Lost Heroine of Astronomy, by Emily Winterburn
(History Press), Nov 2017, pp.288 (hardback, £20.00),
ISBN 9780750980678
Caroline Herschel
chronicled both her private life and her life in
science in a series of
diaries and autobiographies which she kept for
family members. She
also kept notebooks and
observation notes. Yet
in 1788, the year of her
brother’s marriage, all
diaries and journals
ceased. As a result, we
have almost no record of
the decade in which,
ironically, she made her most influential mark on science, in which she discovered 8 comets and became
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the first woman to have a paper read at the Royal Society. She destroyed all of her notebooks and diaries
from this time, and her notes only resume in 1797,
leaving us to piece together these lost ten years of one
of the most influential women of science. Here, for the
first time, physicist Emily Winterburn looks deep into
Caroline’s life and wonders why, in the year following
the marriage of her brother and constant companion,
Caroline wanted no record of her life to remain. Was
she consumed with grief and jealousy? By piecing together – from letters, reminiscences and sometimes
museum objects – a detailed account of that time, we
get to see a new side to Caroline and the story of 10
extraordinary years.
Heavenly Numbers: Astronomy and Authority in
Early Imperial China, by Christopher Cullen (Oxford
University Press), Nov 2017, pp.432 (hardback,
£70.00), ISBN 9780198733119
This book is a history of
the development of
mathematical astronomy
in China, from the late
third century BCE, to the
early 3rd century CE - a
period often referred to as
'early imperial China'. It
narrates the changes in
ways of understanding the
movements of the
heavens and the heavenly
bodies that took place
during those four and a
half centuries, and tells
the stories of the institutions and individuals involved
in those changes. It gives clear explanations of
technical practice in observation, instrumentation, and
calculation, and the steady accumulation of data over
many years - but it centres on the activity of the
individual human beings who observed the heavens,
recorded what they saw, and made calculations to
analyse and eventually make predictions about the
motions of the celestial bodies.
It is these individuals, their observations, their
calculations, and the words they left to us that provide
the narrative thread that runs through this work.
Throughout the book, the author gives clear
translations of original material that allow the reader
direct access to what the people in this book said about
themselves and what they tried to do.
Unveiling Galaxies: the Role of Images in
Astronomical Discovery,, by Jean-René Roy
(Cambridge University Press), Nov 2017, pp.?? (hardback, £34.99), ISBN 9781108417013
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Galaxies are known as
the building blocks of
the universe, but arriving
at this understanding has
been a thousand-year
odyssey. This journey is
told through the lens of
the evolving use of
images as investigative
tools. Initial chapters
explore how early
insights developed in
line with new methods of
scientific imaging,
particularly photography.
The volume then explores the impact of optical, radio
and x-ray imaging techniques. The final part of the
story discusses the importance of atlases of galaxies;
how astronomers organised images in ways that
educated, promoted ideas and pushed for new
knowledge. Images that created confusion as well as
advanced knowledge are included to demonstrate the
challenges faced by astronomers and the long road to
understanding galaxies. By examining developments
in imaging, this text places the study of galaxies in its
broader historical context, contributing to both
astronomy and the history of science
Lewis Swift: Celebrated Comet Hunter & the
People’s Astronomer, by Gary Kronk (Springer), Sep
2017, pp.280 (hardback, £82.00), ISBN
9783319637204
This biography covers
the life of Lewis Swift
(1820-1913), who
discovered 13 comets and
nearly 1,200 other deep
sky objects. All 13 comets
found by Swift now bear
his name, including three
periodic comets with
periods of 6 years
(11P/Tempel-SwiftLINEAR), 9 years
(64P/Swift-Gehrels), and
133 years (109P/SwiftTuttle).
Swift's enthusiasm and success as an amateur
astronomer helped make him famous in the United
States. With the help of others, Swift was able to buy a
16-inch refractor, the third largest telescope in the
United States at the time. Hulbert Harrington Warner
built “Warner Observatory” to house this telescope. As
a prolific writer and lecturer, Swift's stories appeared
in newspapers and magazines, while his lectures
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showed that he was able to explain anything in a way
that everyone could understand.
When Warner went broke during the “Panic of
1893”, Swift was forced to leave his home. Almost
two dozen invitations arrived from around the United
States asking him to bring his telescope to their city,
and he eventually accepted the invitation of
Californian Thaddeus Sobieski Constantin Lowe.
This book highlights Swift's valuable contributions
to astronomy before failing eyesight forced him to give
up this profession. In addition to detailing Swift's life,
biographical material is also provided for a number of
individuals who were influenced by Swift. This
includes his son, Edward, who was discovering deep
sky objects as a teenager.
Georges Lemaître: The Big Bang Theory and the
Origins of Our Universe, by anon (Plurilingua), Oct
2017, pp.37 (paperback, £5.99), ISBN 9782806294807
Georges Lemaître, the
Belgian priest, astronomer
and professor of physics is
known most of all for his
theory about the Big Bang,
which is now widely accepted. Although part of
his theory was refuted –
that the universe was compressed into a single atom
– Lemaître was a pioneer
in his field, and his discoveries rocked the world of
science.
This brief book provides a discussion of the key
moments in Lemaître’s scientific discoveries, including his Big Bang theory and his theory of the expansion of the universe. It also features a biography, a
valuable introduction to the political, social and economic context and an evaluation of the impact of his
discovery
The Scientific Legacy of William Herschel, ed. Clifford Cunningham (Springer), Sep 2017, pp.4080
(hardback, £112.00), ISBN 9783319328256
This book presents a modern scholarly analysis of issues associated with England’s most famous astronomer, William Herschel. The world’s leading experts on
Herschel, discoverer of the planet Uranus, here offer
their combined wisdom on many aspects of his life and
astronomical research. Solar system topics include
comets, Earth’s Moon, and the spurious moons of
Uranus, all objects whose observation was pioneered
by Herschel.
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The contributors examine his study of the structure
of the Milky Way and an in-depth look at the development of the front view
telescopes he built. The
popular subject of extraterrestrial life is looked
at from the point of view
of both William Herschel
and his son John, both of
whom had an interest in
the topic. William’s personal development
through the educational
system of the late eighteenth-century is also explored, and the wide
range of verse and satire in various languages associated with his discoveries is collected here for the first
time. Hershel worked at a time of incredible discovery,
and his work is still highly regarded in the field. Here
it is given a thorough investigation which puts into
context and perspective his path breaking career.
Investigating the Origin of the Asteroids and Early
Findings on Vesta, by Clifford Cunningham
(Springer), Aug 2017, pp.401 (hardback, £112.00),
ISBN 9783319581187
This book assesses the
origin of asteroids by analyzing the discovery of
Vesta in 1807. Wilhelm
Olbers, who discovered
Vesta, suggested that the
asteroids were the result of
a primordial planet’s explosion. Cunningham
studies that idea in detail
through the writings of Sir
David Brewster in Scotland, the era's most prolific writer about the asteroids. He also examines the link between meteorites
and asteroids, revealing a synergy between Ernst
Chladni, Romantic symbolism, and the music of the
spheres.
Vesta was a lightning rod for controversy throughout
the nineteenth century with observers arguing over its
size and colour. It was also a major force for change,
as new methods in the field of celestial mechanics
were developed to study the orbital perturbations it is
subject to. A large selection of private correspondence
and scientific papers complete the first comprehensive
historical study of Vesta ever published.
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With a synoptic look at the four asteroids, Ceres,
Pallas, Juno and Vesta, Cunningham provides a valuable resource on asteroid origins and explains how
they were integrated into the newly revealed solar system of the early nineteenth century.
Vesta was a lightning rod for controversy throughout
the nineteenth century, with observers arguing over its
size, colour, and the astounding notion that it was selfluminous.
The Emergence of Astrophysics in Asia: Opening a
New Window on the Universe, eds. Tsuko Nakamura
& Wayne Orchiston (Springer), Sep 2017, pp.401
(hardback, £170.50), ISBN 9783319620800
This book examines the
ways in which attitudes
toward astronomy in
Australia, China, India,
Indonesia, Japan, South
Korea, New Zealand,
Taiwan, Thailand and
Uzbekistan have changed
with the times.
The emergence of astrophysics was a worldwide phenomenon during
the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries,
and it gradually replaced
the older-style positional astronomy, which focused on
locating and measuring the movements of the planets,
stars, etc. Here you will find national overviews that
are at times followed by case studies of individual notable achievements. Although the emphasis is on the
developments that occurred around 1900, later pioneering efforts in Australian, Chinese, Indian and
Japanese radio astronomy are also included.
As the first book ever published on the early development of astrophysics in Asia, the authors fill a
chronological and technological void. Though others
have already written about earlier astronomical developments in Asia, and about the recent history of astronomy in various Asian nations, no one has examined the emergence of astrophysics, the so-called ‘new
astronomy’ in Asia during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
Astral Science in Early China: Observation, Sagehood and the Individual, by Daniel Patrick Morgan
(Cambridge University Press), Aug 2017, pp.350
(hardback, £75.00), ISBN 9781107139022
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Daniel Patrick Morgan
examines the astral sciences in China c.221
BCE–750 CE as a study
in the disunities of scientific cultures and the narratives by which ancients
and moderns alike have
fought to instil them with
a sense of unity. The
book focuses on four unifying 'legends' recounted
by contemporary subjects: the first two, redolent of antiquity, are the
'observing of signs' and 'granting of seasons' by ancient
sage kings; and the other two, redolent of modernity,
involve the pursuit of 'accuracy' and historical 'accumulation' to this end. Juxtaposing legend with the
messy realities of practice, Morgan reveals how such
narratives were told, imagined, and re-imagined in response to evolving tensions. He argues that, whether or
not 'empiricism' and 'progress' are real, we must consider the real effects of such narratives as believed in
and acted upon in the history of astronomy in China.

RECENT BOOKS MISSED
American Eclipse: A Nation’s Epic Race to Catch
the Shadow of the Moon, by David Baron (Liveright), July 2017, pp.352 (hardback, £21.99), ISBN
9781631490163
This nineteenth-century
celestial drama will enthral
readers as a coast-to-coast
total solar eclipse plunges
America into darkness.
In the summer of 1878
three ruthless and brilliant
scientists raced to Wyoming and Colorado to observe a total solar eclipse.
One sought to discover a
new planet. Another fought
to prove that science was
not an anathema to femininity. And a young, megalomaniacal inventor sought to
test his bona fides and light the world through his revelations.
David Baron brings to life these three competitors—
James Craig Watson, Maria Mitchell and Thomas Edison—re-creating the jockeying of nineteenth-century
astronomy. With accounts of train robberies and Indian
skirmishes, the last days of the Wild West come alive.
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A magnificent portrayal of America’s dawn as a superpower, American Eclipse depicts a nation looking
to the skies to reveal its ambition and expose its genius.
13 Journeys through Space and Time, by Colin Stuart (Michael O’Mara), Nov 2016, pp.224 (hardback,
£12.99), ISBN 9781782436874
An exploration of space
and time and a journey of
discovery, through thirteen
of the most fascinating
Christmas Lectures given at
the Royal Institution of
Great Britain over the last
200 years. With a foreword
by ESA astronaut Tim
Peake. Started at the Royal
Institution (RI) in 1825 by
Michael Faraday, the ChristChristmas Lectures have
been broadcast on television
since the 1960s and have formed part of the British
Christmas tradition for generations. First devised to
attract young people to the magic of science through
spectacular demonstrations, they are now watched by
millions of people around the world every year. Drawing on the incredible archive at the RI, which is packed
full of handwritten notebooks, photographs and transcripts, this book focuses on thirteen of the most captivating lectures given at the RI on space and time, taking a look at what we thought we knew then and what
has been discovered since.

Note: The descriptions of the books above are
largely taken from the publishers. They are not reviews
and do not imply endorsement by the SHA.

e-News CONTACT DETAILS
Communications relating to SHA e-News should be
sent to the Editor: enews@shastro.org.uk
General communications to the Society should be
sent to the General Secretary (Laura Carroll): lauracarroll55@hotmail.com
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MEET OUR MEMBERS
SHA members introduce themselves and their interests
In this issue: Christopher Taylor (North Oxfordshire)
golden age of amateur astronomy, is a very particular
interest.
What got you hooked on that?
Perhaps buying my first copy of Sir Robert Ball's incomparable Story of the Heavens at the age of
13. Story is very strong on historical narrative and Ball
is a superb story-teller. In any event, even when studying for O Level Chemistry and Physics, I remember
feeling very strongly - what seemed to me then and
still does now 50 years later - the rank absurdity of
being taught the sciences solely as a pre-digested finished product with no hint of how the pioneers arrived
at 'where we are now'. Nothing was fundamentally different in that regard when reading Physics at Oxford a
few years later.

How did you find the SHA, and does it meet your
needs?
I can't remember how we heard about it but, as Oxford people with a long-standing interest in the subject,
my wife Rowena and I were present at the SHA foundation-meeting at Wadham in 2002, and I've been a
member ever since. 'Meeting my needs' is not quite the
way I see membership of such a society but I am totally committed to the SHA, consider it a splendid
thing and am determined to support it as long as it & I
both exist; doing so for the last fifteen years has been a
delight both socially and intellectually.
There is one need which we, collectively as a society, need to address it seems to me and in saying so,
this is surely only voicing a view shared by many: we
really need more young people in the society and more
women, to break the middle-aged-male stereotype
which characterises so many astronomical societies.
Apologies for falling into that stereotype myself - but
I'm stuck with it!
Do you have a special area of interest in history of
astronomy?
My intellectual tastes have always been extremely
catholic - I hope not dilletantish - and in the history of
astronomy extend all the way from ancient Babylonia
to 20th-century astrophysics. One thing which long
study, and occasional teaching, of any 'real' subject
ought to teach the inquiring mind is that there is no
such thing as an intrinsically uninteresting topic.
Among many, many things, however, the history of
British and Irish astronomy from 1750 to 1920, that

What did you discover in that area that enthuses you
most?
Impossible to say, there are just so many things, too
much to put one single topic on a pinnacle above all
else. Equally, it would be impossible, as a committed
instrumentalist myself for the last 50 years, to leave
unmentioned that greatest of all observerinstrumentalists William Herschel, a personal hero
since boyhood whose work only becomes ever more
impressive the more deeply one studies it. Like Newton in mathematical astronomy, so Herschel in observational, the ordinary laws of commonplace 'genius'
simply don't apply - such rare individuals are a breed
apart. But they can still be an inspiration to the rest of
us!
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SHA ON THE ROAD
Since the last issue of e-News, the SHA has had publicity stalls at the following events:
- Webb Society meeting (3 Jun 2017, IoA, Cambridge)
- NW Astronomy Festival (1/2 Jul 2017 , Runcorn,
Cheshire)
- Starfest (15 Jul 2017, Chelmsford)

Christopher (right) at work on the Hanwell Community Observatory telescopes
Do you actively research, or prefer being an armchair scholar?
Certainly active, and have taught the subject on occasion to undergrad. level but would not be so selfserious as to dignify what I've done with the title 'research' - until I've produced something for public consumption! Hopefully that might not be too long in
coming, if all the other preoccupations of life (including astronomy itself) allow.

Gerard Gilligan on the SHA stall at the
NW Astronomy Festival (2 Jul 2017)
Events later in the year at which we intend to be present include:
- BAA Weekend Meeting (8-9 Sep 2017, Chester)

If you're thrown out of the library balloon, what one
book would you grab to save?

- International Astronomy Show (13/14 Oct 2017,
Stoneleigh Park)

Not for a light read, or even for pleasure perhaps, but
for its irresistible inevitability it would just have to be
Newton's Principia.

If you will be at these events or live in the area and
could spare an hour or two to help on a stall, it would
be much appreciated. Please contact the Publicity Officer, Mike Leggett, first to check whether help is
needed. Please note that help with travel expenses can
only be given in line with the SHA expenses policy
and on the basis of prior agreement.

Why?
I have been familiar with significant chunks of Principia for decades, a familiarity which, so far as it goes,
is easily enough to prove that this is beyond comparison the greatest of all mathematical works in the
physical sciences but I have never worked through the
text consecutively from beginning to end. The book is
a staggering intellectual achievement packed full of
astonishing things - for instance that the universe
would consist entirely of black holes (although I.N.
doesn't put it quite like that of course!) if gravity varied inversely as the cube of the distance - only some of
which have I ever worked through.
What one thing would you most like the SHA to do
better or differently?
Greater age- and gender-diversity of membership, as
remarked above, but how do we do that? Any good
ideas anyone?

Dennis Osborne and Mike Leggett on the SHA
stall at the Webb Society Meeting (3 Jun 2017)
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WEB-LINKS NOTICED
HAD News
The April 2017 issue (no.89) of HAD News, the
newsletter of the Historical Astronomy Division of the
American Astronomical Society, is now available for
download.

History of Astronomy Twitter Feed
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lar and soon sold out. Now it has been re-issued, in
easy-to-download PDF format.
The ASP points out that “many things have happened in the story of the ASP since 1989, when this
history was published, particularly in the field of education. Nevertheless, we thought that this was a valuable historical snapshot of the first 100 years of a scientific and educational organization dedicated to bringing the stars down to earth.”

This multidisciplinary and multicultural history of
astronomy twitter feed by Voula Saridakis, Curator at
the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago, contains lots of interesting images

NEW MEMBERS
Online bibliography of Mesopotamian Astral Science
The online bibliography of Mesopotamian Astral
Science, BibMAS, has now been updated (24 June
2017). New publications until 2017 and some previously overlooked ones have been added.
BibMAS is hosted by TOPOI (HU-Berlin) and was
created by Alex Schwinger and Mathieu Ossendrijver
on the basis of the "Bibliography of Babylonian and
Assyrian astronomy" (1993) by Christopher Walker
and the website "Bibliography of Mesopotamian Astronomy and Astrology" (2004) by Robert van Gent
(Utrecht).

Centennial History of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) was
founded in February 1889, the first national astronomical organization to be established in the United
States. Although its name was a reminder of its origins
on the Pacific Coast, it soon drew members from
around the country and the world.
In 1989, as part of the centennial celebrations, the
ASP commissioned Kate Bracher, an astronomer and
historian at Whitman College, to write the 100-year
history of the Society, and published it as a special
issue of Mercury Magazine. The issue was quite popu-

We are pleased to give a warm welcome to the following new members who have joined since the
last issue of SHA e-News:
Kielder Observatory Astronomical Society,
Newcastle-U-Tyne
Mrs Carol Bryan, Hampshire
Mr Brian Kelly, Dundee
Ms Debra Holton, Dartford
Prof Manfred Cuntz, Arlington, Texas, USA.
Mr Pierre Girard, Buckinghamshire
Mr John Yule, Cambridgeshire
Mr David J.Bryden, Worcestershire
Mr Stephen P. Holmes, Suffolk
Mr Charles Fitzgerald-Lombard, Suffolk
Mr Alexander R. Pratt, Leeds, West Yorkshire
Mr Stephen George, Enfield, Middlesex
Mrs Hilary Forbes, Trefnant Denbighshire,
North Wales.
Mr Tony Barrett, Winsford, Cheshire
Dr Kevin Walsh, London
Dr Peter Morris, Upminster, Essex
Mr John Lee, Retford, Nottinghamshire
Membership of the SHA has grown by about 25%
over the last year.
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20% DISCOUNT OFF
SPRINGER BOOKS
As readers will have seen, members of the SHA are
now entitled to a 20% discount off books from Oxford
University Press and Cambridge University Press. I
have now negotiated a 20% discount off a selection of
Springer books for SHA members. This discount will
only be available to members for 30 days after an
SHA event (e.g. Spring Conference, Autumn Conference); the discount will also only be available for 100
uses – if 100 people buy a book using the discount
code, the code will then deactivate and no more books
can be purchased using that discount code; a new discount code will then be issued at the next SHA event.
If you want to take advantage of this please browse
the catalogue of Springer books which the discount
can be applied to, and contact Gerard Gilligan, membership secretary, to obtain the discount code.
James Dawson, SHA Librarian
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The provisional line-up of speakers and topics is:
Mark Edwards (Coventry and Warwickshire AS)
on “Astronomy in Turner's paintings”
Kevin Kilburn on “The Lost Gardens of Fireside”
Kenelm England (Reading AS) on “Berkshire Astronomers”
Louise Devoy (National Maritime Museum) on
"Observatory Life" (at Greenwich during the Maskelyne and Airy eras)
Allan Chapman - topic to be announced
The SHA Library will be open on that day to enable
visits by BAA members.
The following section meeting is planned for Saturday
May 26th 2018 in the Smith Gallery & Museum, Stirling.

INFORMATION WANTED
Early Issues of Sky & Telescope
I was recently on the look out for a topic to form the
remaining part of a PowerPoint presentation I am currently preparing. At around the same time, I was given
a number of issues of Sky and Telescope magazine
dating from the 1940s. Inspired to start reading
through them I was intrigued to see what they contained and soon decided that a closer look at the early
history of this venerable magazine would make an
ideal topic for my talk. This being the case, I am now
seeking out any pre-1960 issues of Sky and Telescope. Does anyone reading this request have any copies of the magazine from this era and would you be
prepared to part with them? If so, I would be delighted
to hear from you! Please email me at stars@starlightnights.co.uk with details. Many thanks. Brian Jones.

OTHER MEETINGS, COURSES &
EXHIBITIONS NOTICED (non-SHA)
BAA Historical Section Meeting
The next meeting of the Historical Section of the British Astronomical Association will on Sat 25 Nov 2017
at the Birmingham and Midlands Institute (BMI). The
general theme will be Nineteenth Century Astronomy.

A History of Cosmology across Five
Centuries: Copernicus to the Big
Bang (Oxford, 2018)
A residential summer course, run by Oxford University Continuing Education Department, from Sun 29
Jul 2018 to Sat 4 Aug 2018 (fees from £1040). The
tutor is Allan Chapman.
One of humanity’s greatest achievements has been
the fathoming of the universe. This course will examine how this came about, between 1500 and today. The
reason why the universe of the young Copernicus was
still essentially that of the ancient Greeks was not because of ‘medieval superstition’, but a shortage of
fresh data. What changed after c.1570, and especially
with the telescope after 1609, was a floodtide of new
information, obtained with new types of instruments.
And this Renaissance connection between technology
and discovery has accelerated down to today. But discovery is also about ingenious men and women and
historical circumstances, and these we will examine,
from the moving earth to the ‘Big Bang’.
Seminars meet each weekday morning, 09.15-10.45
and 11.15-12.45, with afternoons free for courserelated field trips, individual study or exploring the
many beautiful places in and around the city.
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SHA CALENDAR
MONTH
2017
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

SHA EVENT OR PUBLICATION

VENUE

SHA e-News (1-5 Feb)
SHA Bulletin 27 (1 Apr)
SHA visit to Paris Observatory (7 Apr)
SHA Spring Conference (22 Apr)
SHA e-News (1-5 May)
SHA Summer Picnic (1 Jul)
The Antiquarian Astronomer (Jul)
SHA e-News (1-5 Aug)
SHA Bulletin 28 (1 Oct)
SHA Autumn Conference & AGM (28 Oct)
SHA e-News (1-5 Nov)

Paris, France
Cambridge

Liverpool

Birmingham

